Chapter 3527
At this moment, Zynn let out a long sigh and said very seriously to Joseph:
“Joseph …… Charlie was right just now …… your parents’ death, indeed, had
nothing to do with his father ……”
Joseph tearfully questioned, “Uncle Su, my father went against Changying
Wade back then to defend you, and today his and my mother’s coffins are
here, aren’t you afraid that they will be cold-hearted when you say that?”
Zynn helplessly lamented, “Even if I die today and go over there to see your
parents, I would still say that.”
Words to this, Zynn with a slight beating, he added, “the year of the AntiWade Alliance, itself is an immoral existence,”
“Changying had always been decent, and this person was not only decent, the
ability was extremely strong.”
“So much so that so many of our families have long been shrouded in his
shadow ……”
“So, those of us who were not as good as him, in order to contain him, we set
up the Anti-Wade Alliance, so from this point of view, we have been at fault in
the first place ……”
“Moreover, back then, your father, in order to cater to me, was extremely
attached to the matter of the Anti-Wade Alliance, always trying to find an
opportunity to prove his ability by striking at Changying ……”
“It just so happens that those years foreign trade, as well as the entire
international futures market fluctuations, were very large, food, crude oil, as
well as a variety of precious metals were very turbulent, many people got
overnight rich.”

“But also many people overnight went bankruptcy, your father thought he
understood the international situation.”
“So he took the initiative to join the futures market, ready to snipe Changying,
but the results was… he was simply not Changying’s opponent ……”
“Your father’s loss was up to eighty percent, Changying also called him to
advise him to stop, but your father felt that he was deliberately forcing him to
leave the field.”
“So in order to win, he even loaned a lot of money outside at high interest
rates, and wanted to fight Changying to the death ……”
“The final result was that your father lost all his assets, while also owing
billions in debt outside, he could not afford such a major defeat, so he chose
to commit suicide ……”
Speaking of this, Zynn sighed lightly, and said, “As for your mother …… the
reason why she took poison to commit suicide on the day of your father’s first
seven days.”
“Because at that time the debt collectors in order to force your mother to pay
back the money, had chased her to your father’s grave, billions of debts.”
“To be honest I could not do anything about it, and finally your mother was
desperate before she chose to……”
Zynn paused slightly for a moment, looking at Joseph, sighing with emotion:
“Joseph, I as a witness, can say absolutely fair words, the death of your
parents, really has nothing to do with Changying!”
“I blame your father for being too greedy and adventurous, even I am not
Changying’s opponent, but he misjudged the situation and thought he could
defeat Changying,”

“To say the least, he was just like you who think you can defeat Charlie today
……”
Speaking of this, Zynn said with an extremely painful and regretful expression,
“Joseph, you could mix in overseas to be the Supreme Commander of the
Cataclysmic Front,”
“This has been quite remarkable, why not properly continue to create your
own career overseas?”
“Why should you be blinded by the so-called hatred and run back to your
country to continue to fight with the Wade family, if you did not come back,
how would you suffer this calamity ……”
Joseph had completely collapsed by now.
He kneeled on the ground with a poof.

